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Abstract The Aria cryogenic distillation plant, located in
Sardinia, Italy, is a key component of the DarkSide-20k ex-
perimental program for WIMP dark matter searches at the
INFN Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso, Italy. Aria is
designed to purify the argon, extracted from underground
wells in Colorado, USA, and used as the DarkSide-20k tar-
get material, to detector-grade quality.

In this paper, we report the first measurement of argon
isotopic separation by distillation with the 26 m tall Aria
prototype. We discuss the measurement of the operating pa-
rameters of the column and the observation of the simultane-
ous separation of the three stable argon isotopes: 36Ar, 38Ar,
and 40Ar. We also provide a detailed comparison of the ex-
perimental results with commercial process simulation soft-
ware.

This measurement of isotopic separation of argon is a
significant achievement for the project, building on the suc-
cess of the initial demonstration of isotopic separation of
nitrogen using the same equipment in 2019.

1 Introduction

Aria is an industrial-scale plant comprising a 350 m cryo-
genic distillation column for isotopic separation [1], the tal-
lest ever built, and is currently being installed in a mine
shaft at Carbosulcis S.p.A., Nuraxi-Figus (SU), Italy. Aria
is designed to reduce the isotopic abundance of 39Ar in the
low-radioactivity argon, or undergorund argon (UAr), ex-
tracted from underground sources and used for dark matter
searches.

A full description of the Aria plant and of the column
structure and performance can be found in Ref. [1].

In recent years, interest in UAr has grown to include
its use in searches for neutrino-less double-beta decay with

ae-mail: ds-ed@lngs.infn.it

the LEGEND experiment [3]; in the measurement of coher-
ent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering with the COHERENT
experiment [5]); and in measuring low-energy processes with
one of the planned modules of the DUNE experiment (PN-
NL-SA-171088). The projected demand for UAr varies great-
ly, from one tonne for the COHERENT experiment to sev-
eral thousand tonnes for a detector of similar size to DUNE.
The required 39Ar depletion factor with respect to atmo-
spheric argon levels spans from a factor 1000 for COHER-
ENT and DarkSide-20k to more than 10000 for future dark
matter searches with, e.g., a tonne-scale DarkSide-LowMass
experiment (arXiv:2209.01177).

The first application of the Aria plant will be to purify
120 t of UAr through cryogenic distillation, which will be
used in the DarkSide-20k experiment [2]. However, the high
depletion factors required for future projects also demon-
strate the need for isotopic separation using Aria.

The initial phase of the Aria program includes assess-
ing the efficiency of the distillation process and determining
the thermodynamic parameters of the prototype distillation
plant. A successful nitrogen isotope separation campaign
was conducted with the same plant in 2019 and described
in Ref. [1]. The prototype plant is a shortened version of
the Aria column, consisting of a top condenser, a bottom re-
boiler, and one central module (out of 28). It is equipped
with all the auxiliary instrumentation of the full column and
located in a surface building at Carbosulcis S.p.A. The re-
sults obtained using nitrogen were very promising. How-
ever, argon has distinct thermodynamic properties, such as
its boiling point in relation to pressure and its latent heat at
the boiling point, compared to nitrogen. Therefore, a sepa-
rate characterization of the plant’s performance is necessary
when using argon.

This article presents the results of a distillation run for
the separation of argon isotopes conducted in 2021. Whereas
39Ar is only present in traces, the two stable isotopes other
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than 40Ar in atmospheric argon, 36Ar and 38Ar, have a non-
negligible isotopic abundance of 0.334% and 0.063%, re-
spectively [6, 7], and can be used to characterize the distil-
lation performance of the plant.

With respect to Ref. [1], this paper presents a more in-
depth characterization of the plant performance, including
hydraulic parameters, details of the distillation process, and
a thorough comparison between the actual performance and
that obtained using a commercial process simulation soft-
ware. We have also demonstrated through experimentation
that multi-component distillation modeling is not required
for argon distillation, despite the presence of more than two
isotopes in the input feed. This was already hypothesized in
Ref. [1] without experimental proof.

Here we briefly reproduce a few basic formulae of dis-
tillation columns. For a two-component distillation at total
reflux, i.e. without a significant amount of argon entering
or exiting the column during distillation, the separation be-
tween isotopes i and j between the top (T) and the bottom
(B) of the column is given by:

ST B
i− j = (αi− j)

N , (1)

where αi− j is the relative volatility between the lighter,
more volatile isotope i and the heavier, less volatile iso-
tope j, and N is the number of theoretical stages. The sepa-
ration can be measured from:

ST B
i− j =

(Ri− j)T

(Ri− j)B
, (2)

where (Ri− j)T (B) is the isotopic ratio, i.e. the relative abun-
dance between the lighter and the heavier isotope, measured
at the top (bottom) of the column.

The logarithm of the relative volatility, also known as the
Vapor Pressure Isotope Effect (VPIE), is given by:

VPIE = lnαi− j ' ln
Pi

Pj
' ln

fc

fg
, (3)

with Pi and Pj the vapor pressures of the two isotopes
i and j and fc and fg the reduced partition functions in the
condensed phase and in the ideal gas.

In a column with structured packing like Aria, the dis-
tillation performance is related to the height equivalent to a
theoretical plate or stage, HETP, and is given by:

HETP =
h
N

(4)

where h is the cumulative height of the packing material
of the column. Combining Eq. 1 and Eq. 4, it follows that:

HETP =
h× ln(αi− j)

ln(ST B
i− j)

(5)

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2
we discuss the simulation programs used in this work. In
Sect. 3 we present the experimental setup. In Sect. 4 we
discuss the pressure drop along the column and the liquid
holdup. In Sect. 5 and 6 we discuss the distillation measure-
ments and in Sect. 7 we compare them with the simulations.
In Sect. 8 we conclude and give some perspectives. In Ap-
pendix A we derive an estimate of the relative volatilities of
40Ar with respect to 36Ar and 38Ar from existing measure-
ments.

2 The simulation programs

We use the Aspen HYSYS (©2022 Aspen Technology Inc)
software, a powerful tool for industrial process simulations,
to model our system. HYSYS performs rigorous distilla-
tion calculations, i.e. solve the equations for mass, compo-
nent, energy, and equilibrium balance for each stage of the
column. Rigorous calculations also allow the simulation of
multi-component distillation processes, with three or more
components modeled simultaneously. The standard HYSYS
library of chemicals does not include isotopes. For this sim-
ulation, we added the argon isotopes to the HYSYS library,
together with their molecular weight and Antoine equation
parameters.

The results for binary distillation obtained with HYSYS
were compared with those from a calculation with the graph-
ical McCabe-Thiele (MCT) method.

We also used the SulcolTM 3.5 (Sulzer) software pack-
age for structured and random packing design to model the
hydraulic parameters of the distillation column. Taking in-
put properties, such as the density and viscosity of the gas
and liquid phases, the surface tension, and the mass flow
rates of the gas and the liquid inside the column, Sulcol cal-
culates column parameters including the pressure drop per
unit length and the liquid hold-up of the column.

3 The experimental setup and measurements

Before starting operations, the column and all the process
lines were evacuated through a scroll pump. The column was
then filled with argon gas. The total amount of argon filling
the column was about 250 kg.

Plant operation followed a procedure similar to our pre-
vious run with nitrogen [1]. Automatic process control was
implemented for most of the system. For this run, it took
12 days of operation to stabilize the plant and start the dis-
tillation measurements reported below, which lasted about 4
days. As for the past run, nitrogen was used as the refriger-
ant fluid.

The distillation was performed in total reflux mode. Abo-
ut 1 L h−1 of gas was extracted for the sampling, corre-
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Table 1 Time averaged operational parameters during runs A, B and
C: pressure inside the column, maximum pressure variation δp during
the run, and vapor mass flow rate of nitrogen in the auxiliary system.

p (bar) δp (bar) vapor flow rate (kg h−1)

A 1.824±0.001 ±0.02 491±1
B 1.544±0.001 ±0.02 487±1
C 1.953±0.001 ±0.04 624±1

Table 2 Derived operational parameters: time-averaged saturation
temperature, T , argon vapor mass flow rate, V , and the thermal power
of the process, Q.

T (K) V (kg h−1) Q (kW)

A 93.3±0.1 543±1 23.0±0.1
B 91.5±0.1 544±1 23.8±0.1
C 94.0±0.1 689±1 29.7±0.1

sponding to an overall loss during the run of <0.1% of the
loaded argon mass. Therefore, we expect Eq. 1 to hold.

The operating conditions of the argon distillation runs
are presented in Fig. 1. The top panel (Fig. 1(a)) displays
the vapor mass flow rate of nitrogen in the auxiliary system
(red); the bottom panel (Fig. 1(b)) shows the average pres-
sure p inside the column (blue) as a function of time. The
time averages of the same quantities are summarized in Ta-
ble 1, together with the maximum pressure variation during
the run, δp. The collected data is divided in three runs (A,
B, and C) corresponding to changing operating conditions.
At the beginning of run A, the vapor mass flow rate of ni-
trogen was about 10% lower than the plant design value of
550 kg h−1. In run B, we kept the vapor mass flow rate un-
changed and lowered the pressure inside the column by in-
creasing the amount of nitrogen introduced into the auxiliary
system. In run C we increased the vapor mass flow rate to a
value about 10% higher than the design value. The lowest
average pressure achieved inside the column was about 18%
larger than the design value described in Ref. [1]. With ar-
gon distillation, we have achieved a ten-fold lower pressure
variation during the run, than during the nitrogen distillation
run discussed in Ref. [1].

Table 2 shows three derived operational parameters: the
time-averaged saturation temperature, T , obtained from the
Antoine equation using the measured pressures from Ta-
ble 1; the argon vapor mass flow rate, V, derived from the
energy balance in the reboiler; and the thermal power of the
process, given by the product of nitrogen latent heat and ni-
trogen mass flow rate.
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Fig. 1 Vapor mass flow rate of nitrogen in the auxiliary system (red,
1(a)) and average pressure inside the column p (blue, 1(b)) as a func-
tion of time. The shaded regions correspond to periods with changing
conditions in the column and are not included in the data analysis.

3.1 The gas sampling system

The instrument used to measure the isotopic distillation per-
formance is an MKS Instruments, Cirrus™ 3-XD quadrupole
mass spectrometer. During the run, the mass spectrometer
was continuously in operation to sample the gas coming
from the top (Top) and bottom (Bottom) of the column, and
from the gas bottles (Feed), as shown in Fig. 2. The gas from
the column flows through 1/8" copper lines between 4 m
(Bottom) and 30 m (Top) in length. These lines are split
before the mass spectrometer. Most of the gas flow, con-
trolled via mass flow controllers set around 50 mL min−1,
purge the lines and is vented to air. The gas along the other
branch flows through, respectively, a 1/16" (1 mm ID) stain-
less steel (SS), 7 cm long, capillary line; a multi-port valve
(VALCO Instruments); another 1/16" (1 mm ID), 15 cm
long SS capillary line; and a manual pressure regulator, to
limit the gas pressure to a maximum of 1 bar, thus protect-
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Fig. 2 Schematic of the gas sampling system.

ing the input of the mass spectrometer. The gas then passes
through a 1/16" (1 mm ID), 1 m long SS line, and a 19 cm
(0.07 mm ID) long SS capillary, to the mass spectrometer.
The inlet flow of the mass spectrometer is 20 mL min−1. Be-
fore the run, the response time of the sampling system was
determined by connecting a bottle of argon and one of ni-
trogen to the multi-inlet valve. It took about 10 min to see a
change in the measured gas composition and 40-45 min to
see it stabilize. This lag time is caused by the combination
of the relatively large buffer volume of the manual pressure
regulator and the low gas inlet flow. During gas sampling of
argon from the column, the inlet valve was programmed to
switch among the three input capillaries every hour. This is a
compromise between the response time of the sampling sys-
tem and the need for quickly detecting changes in isotopic
mass fraction in the column when the operating parameters
are changed. In Fig. 3 we show an example of a background
subtracted mass spectrum from the spectrometer during the
run, zoomed in the region of interest for argon isotopes and
featuring well-separated peaks.

We obtain the isotopic ratios R36−40 and R38−40 as ra-
tios of the 36Ar (38Ar) and 40Ar peak heights. R36−40 is dis-
played vs time in Fig. 4, where each point corresponds to a
measurement derived from a spectrum like the one in Fig. 3.
Fig. 4 clearly shows that the measurement of the isotopic
ratio settles to a plateau in approximately 45 min. Because
of this delayed response, we only considered the last 15 min
of each 1-hour sampling period during the measurement of
the distillation performance,. The isotopic ratios were calcu-
lated with the inlet valve switched to the Bottom sampling
(e.g. at times marked by dashed vertical lines). We estimated
a systematic uncertainty of the order of 2% on the measured
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Fig. 3 Example of a background subtracted mass spectrum measured
during the run, zoomed in the region of interest for argon isotopes.

isotopic ratio due to this choice, by comparing it with other
possible choices of times for calculating the isotopic ratios.

4 Pressure drop along the column and liquid holdup

The Aria column is filled with structured stainless steel pack-
ing (Sulzer CY gauze) sections 2.56 m long, four per mod-
ule, interleaved with a liquid distributor to optimize flow
uniformity across the column cross-section, whose structure
is discussed below. The purpose of the packing is to sup-
port the liquid phase, for optimal thermodynamic contact
between the rising vapor and the descending liquid. During
operations, the liquid is dispersed as a film coating the sur-
faces of the packing and immersed in the vapor phase. This
configuration is referred to as irrigated bed.
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Fig. 4 Isotopic ratio, R36−40, as a function of time, for a time slice of
run C. Every hour, the inlet valve is switched from Top (red) to Bottom
(blue) and Feed (green). The isotopic ratios were calculated at the time
when the inlet valve is switched to the Bottom sampling (e.g. at times
marked by dashed vertical lines), and only considering the last 15 min
before each switching of the inlet valve.

Two very relevant operational parameters of the packed
distillation column are the pressure drop per unit length and
the liquid holdup [8], described hereafter.

4.1 Pressure drop

The pressure drop is due to friction and directional changes
in the gas flow inside the column caused by the packing
and the distributors. Therefore, the total pressure drop in the
column, ∆ ptot , is given by the sum of the pressure drop in
the distributors, ∆ pdistributors, and in the wetted packing ele-
ments, ∆ ppacking,irr as:

∆ ptot = ∆ pdistributors +∆ ppacking,irr (6)

4.1.1 Calculation of the pressure drop due to the
distributors

The distributors, whose picture can be found in Ref. [1], are
made by horizontal plates, intercepting the downward liquid
argon flow along the column. The plates are perforated, with
10 cm hollow vertical pipes or chimneys with a top cap at
the hole locations on the upper side, which are uniformly
distributed on the plate surface. The vapor flows up through
these chimneys. The liquid formed on the distributor plate is
streamed, through 0.3 cm holes located at 3 cm, 4 cm, and
5 cm height in the chimneys, to the packing section below.

In our calculations, the distributed pressure drop due to
the short pipes can be neglected and the distributor is, there-
fore, approximated as a perforated sheet with holes. The

Table 3 Input parameters for the calculation of the concentrated loss
coefficient in the distributors, ζ

Gas passage channel cross-section a∗ 0.00138 m2

Number of gas passage channels per distributor nP 7
Column cross-section A 0.079 m2

A∗/A= nP×a∗/A 0.12

Table 4 Calculated velocity and density of the gas passing through the
distributors, and pressure drop due to the distributors for runs A, B,
and C from Eq. 7

vG(m s−1) ρG(kg m−3) ∆ pdistributors(mbar)

A 0.202±0.001 9.40±0.01 1.7±0.7
B 0.235±0.001 8.09±0.01 2.0±0.9
C 0.242±0.001 9.97±0.01 2.6±1.1

pressure drop from the four distributors, ∆ pdistributors, is de-
termined following Ref. [9]:

∆ pdistributors = 4×ζ ρG
v2

G
2
, (7)

where ζ is the concentrated loss coefficient, and ρG and
vG are the density and the velocity of the argon gas, respec-
tively. The value of ζ is evaluated by interpolating the data
reported on page 18 of Ref. [9] for ζ vs. A∗/A, and using
parameters from Table 3 as input. We find ζ = 224± 100,
with the uncertainty resulting from different parametriza-
tions used to interpolate the data. Table 4 shows the results
obtained for the three runs, with the dominant uncertainty
coming from the determination of ζ .

4.1.2 Calculation of the pressure drop in the packing

The Sulcol and HYSYS programs are used to calculate the
pressure drop per unit length of the packing for the dry bed,
i.e. in the absence of liquid, ∆ ppacking,dry/∆z (the z axis is
directed downwards along the column). These calculations
were cross-checked with a model for pressure drop calcu-
lation for packed columns described in Ref. [10], using the
input parameters related to the packing reported in Table 14-
14 of Ref. [11]. The results are summarized in Table 5 and
show that the three methods agree within 30%. The pressure
drop in the packing increases with the liquid load since the
liquid impedes the passage of gas.

The authors of Ref. [10] also provide a method to es-
timate the pressure drop of the irrigated bed. Table 6 sum-
marizes the values obtained for the pressure drop per unit
length of the irrigated bed, ∆ ppacking,irr/∆z, which results
about three times larger than that for the dry bed. We as-
signed an uncertainty of 30% on this number based on the
comparisons of Table 5.
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Table 5 Pressure drop per unit length of the packing for dry packing
calculated for runs A, B, and C.

∆ ppacking,dry/∆z (mbar m−1)

Sulcol HYSYS method of Ref. [10]
A 0.45 0.49 0.38
B 0.52 0.56 0.44
C 0.68 0.73 0.55

Table 6 Pressure drop per unit length for irrigated packing calculated
for runs A, B and C using the method of Ref. [10].

∆ ppacking,irr/∆z (mbar m−1)

A 1.1±0.3
B 1.2±0.4
C 1.6±0.4

Table 7 Total experimental, ∆ ptot,exp, and calculated, ∆ ptot,calc, pres-
sure drop for tests A, B, and C.

∆ ptot,exp (mbar) ∆ ptot,calc (mbar)

A 16.3±0.1 12.9±4.0
B 14.9±0.2 14.3±4.5
C 19.6±0.2 19.0±6.0

The total pressure drop, ∆ ptot,calc, is given by the sum
of the pressure drop of the distributors, from Table 4, and
that of the irrigated packing, from Table 6 multiplied by
the packing height of 10.24 m, and is shown in Table 7. Ta-
ble 7 also shows the measured pressure drop of the column,
∆ ptot,exp, i.e., the difference between the top and bottom
recorded pressures (SIEMENS SITRANS P, DS III). Data
and simulation show agreement within an uncertainty of the
order of 30%. We will assign a corresponding uncertainty to
the values of ∆ ppacking,dry/∆z, which will be used for com-
parison with Sulzer data in Fig. 7. in relation to Table 7 and
Table 5.

4.2 Liquid holdup

The liquid holdup (or retention), hL, is the fraction of the
packing volume occupied by the liquid. The holdup consists
of two parts: static hold-up and dynamic hold-up. The dom-
inant one is the dynamic hold-up, which depends on the liq-
uid load, and, to some extent, on the gas load.

The holdup was evaluated using both HYSYS and Sul-
col based on the operating conditions of the column, and
with a direct calculation based on measured and estimated
liquid volumes in the various elements of the plant, as de-
scribed below. Given the quantity of gas initially loaded,
about 250 kg, and the operating conditions of the column,
we calculate that there are about 10 kg of gas and 240 kg of

Table 8 Liquid hold-up, hL, calculations for runs A, B, and C.

hL(%)

Sulcol HYSYS our estimate
A 6.0 5.5 5.5
B 6.0 5.5 5.5
C 6.5 5.5 6.0

liquid, corresponding to 178 L. The liquid is distributed both
in the packed sections and in the processing circuit. There
are about 80 L at the bottom of the column, as measured
by a level indicator, about 40 L in the reboiler, about 8 L in
the condenser (the amount of liquid argon is related to the
amount of nitrogen in the auxiliary circuit, as measured by
a level indicator), about 11 L in the distributors (the height
of the liquid level in the distributors during distillation must
be at least 3.5 cm, which is right above the height of the first
hole in the distributor pipes), and about 2 L in the piping.
By subtraction, the amount of liquid in the packed sections
is approximately 37 L, about 20% of the total liquid present
in the column. The stainless steel structure of the packing
occupies about 15% of the volume. The estimated liquid
holdup is, therefore, between 5.5% and 6.0%, as shown in
Table 8. This relatively low value compares well with those
obtained with HYSYS and Sulcol and agrees with measure-
ments with the same packing by others [12].

5 Measurement of distillation parameters

As is well known, to achieve correct results from mass spec-
trometry in the measurements of isotopic ratios, it is neces-
sary to get calibration factors. Therefore, we applied a time-
dependent correction factor to the measured isotopic ratios
(R36−40)T and (R36−40)B, given by the ratio of the measured
isotopic ratio in the feed, (R36−40)F , and the known value of
the natural isotopic ratio of 0.334%. Figure 5 shows the cor-
rected isotopic ratios (R36−40)T and (R36−40)B as a function
of time. The correction also compensates for time variations
in the response of the sampling system and reduces them by
about a factor of ten. A systematic uncertainty on the iso-
topic ratios was evaluated, with reference to Fig. 3, by com-
paring the measurement of the isotopic ratio using the peak
height value and the integral of the mass distributions. We
find a ≤ 5% discrepancy.

The measured separations ST B
36−40 and ST B

38−40 vs. time,
defined in Eq. 2 are shown for the three runs A, B, and C
in Fig. 6. Time-dependent effects in this ratio of isotopic
ratios largely cancel out and lead to negligible systematic
uncertainty. The comparison of the measurement of separa-
tion values with the peak height value and the integral of the
mass distributions has a maximum discrepancy of about 2%,
of the same size of the statistical uncertainty.
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Fig. 5 The isotopic ratios (R36−40)T (red) and (R36−40)B (blue) as a
function of time, after correction using the measured isotopic ratio in
the feed, (R36−40)F (see text). The dashed-dotted line corresponds to
the natural isotopic ratio. The shaded regions correspond to changing
conditions in the column (see Fig. 1) and are not included in the data
analysis.
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Fig. 6 Separation ST B
36−40 (red) and ST B

38−40 (green) as a function of time.
The shaded regions correspond to changing conditions in the column
(see Fig. 1) and are not included in the data analysis.

We measure one separation value every three hours, with
occasional data points not available due to connectivity prob-
lems with the mass spectrometer. In runs A and B we ob-
served a few % stability of ST B

36−40, even though with a lim-
ited number of measurements and duration of the run. In
run C∼ 7% fluctuations are observed, possibly due to small
pressure variations in the column during the run. We eval-
uated the impact of these fluctuations on lnα36−40 in Ap-
pendix A and found it negligible. Therefore, in the follow-
ing, we use the weighted average of all measured separation
values within a run.

The time-averaged separations for each run, S T B
36−40 and

S T B
38−40, are shown in Table 9 and 10. The correspond-

ing relative volatility values were determined as discussed

Table 9 Time-averaged separation S T B
36−40 during runs A, B, and C,

logarithm of the relative volatility lnα36−40, equivalent number of the-
oretical stages N and HETP.

S T B
36−40 lnα36−40 N HETP (cm)

A 1.49±0.03 (5.0±0.4)×10−3 80±7 13±1
B 1.51±0.03 (5.2±0.4)×10−3 79±7 13±1
C 1.48±0.03 (4.9±0.4)×10−3 80±8 13±1

Table 10 Time-averaged separation S T B
38−40 during runs A, B, and C,

logarithm of relative volatility lnα38−40, equivalent number of theoret-
ical stages N and HETP.

S T B
38−40 lnα38−40 N HETP (cm)

A 1.20±0.04 (2.4±0.3)×10−3 76±17 14±3
B 1.21±0.03 (2.5±0.3)×10−3 76±13 14±2
C 1.20±0.03 (2.3±0.3)×10−3 79±15 13±2

in Appendix A, yielding an uncertainty of about 7% for
lnα36−40 and about 12% for lnα38−40. The equivalent num-
ber of theoretical stages N and the HETP were calculated
from Eq. 1 and Eq. 5. The values of N and HETP obtained
with the mass 36 and 38 isotopes and reported in the two
tables agree within measurement uncertainties. Given their
rather strong correlation, in the following, we only consider
the measurement in Table 9.

Figure 7 shows the measured HETP (top) from Table 9
and the calculated ∆ ppacking,dry/∆z (bottom) (from Table 5)
vs. the sizing parameter FG. FG is the F-factor or vapor load
and is defined as VG ×

√
ρG.

The three measured values of HETP are 20-30% larger
than the expectation based on the Sulzer data. This is pos-
sibly due to the different thermodynamical parameters be-
tween the argon and the fluid used by Sulzer.

The measured separations and the derived HETP are con-
servative estimates due to the limited data taking time (from
15 h to two days per run) at the same conditions and the
somewhat larger average gas pressure in the column com-
pared to the design value of 1.3 bar presented in Ref. [1].

The measured pressure drop per unit length, which we
assume for the Sulzer data to be the pressure drop per unit
length for the dry bed, follows quite well the curve measured
by Sulzer, within uncertainties.

6 Multi-component distillation

In the paper on nitrogen distillation [1], we argued that the
distillation of 39Ar would not be affected by the presence
of the more abundant 36Ar and 38Ar, based on the argu-
ment that for a gas mixture with one dominant component
and several other components with mass fractions below a
few 0.1% each, the distillation of these is essentially inde-
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Fig. 7 Measured HETP (top), from Table 9 (red, green and violet
dots), and ∆ ppacking,dry/∆z (bottom), from the third column of Ta-
ble 5 assuming 30% uncertainty, vs. sizing parameter, FG, for the three
runs with argon (red). Blue (cyan) line: measurements with chloroben-
zene/ethylbenzene mixtures at pC = 0.96 bar (0.40 bar), Sulzer CY
Gauze Packing, partial data-set extracted from the Structured Packing
brochure of Sulzer Ltd.. A perfect match between our data and those
from Sulzer is not expected due to the different thermodynamical pa-
rameters of the fluids.

pendent of the presence of the others and is well described
as a binary distillation with respect to 40Ar. Therefore, a
multi-component approach for distillation of argon [8] is not
needed. This argument does not hold, e.g., for xenon [13].
This assumption was directly tested with this run.

In total reflux condition, if the distillation 36Ar and 38Ar
proceed independently of each other, we expect

ST B
36−40 = (α36−40)

N (8)

and

ST B
38−40 = (α38−40)

N (9)

From Eq.A.3 one infers that:

k36−38 :=
ln(ST B

36−40)

ln(ST B
38−40)

× 1
2.1

= 1. (10)

Fig. 8 shows the measured value of k36−38 vs time. The
time average of these values is 0.998± 0.030, consistent
with 1, and demonstrates that no multi-component approach
is needed for argon distillation.
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3
8
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Fig. 8 Measured k36−38 (as defined in Eq. 10) as a function of time.
The shaded regions correspond to changing conditions in the column
(see Fig. 1) and are not included in the data analysis.

Table 11 Comparison of separations between measurements and sim-
ulation, related to run B conditions: data (Exp.) from Table 9 and Table
10, HYSYS rigorous simulation with three components (Rig. 3), with
two components (Rig. 2) and McCabe-Thiele (MCT) simulation.

Exp. Rig. 3 Rig. 2 MCT

S T B
36−40 1.51±0.03 1.5±0.1 1.5±0.1 1.5±0.1

S T B
38−40 1.21±0.03 1.20±0.04

7 Comparison with simulation

The measured distillation data for run B were compared to
simulations with HYSYS. We used the conditions of run B
as input parameters for the simulation. These are the mean
values of p from Table 1, V from Table 2, HETP from Ta-
ble 9, and S FB

36−40 from Table 11. The comparison of mea-
sured and simulated separations is shown in the first two
columns of Table 11. Good agreement is observed within
the uncertainties. The simulation was also performed for bi-
nary systems using both the rigorous and the MCT methods.
The latter is included for completeness and because of its
use in Ref. [1]. We find good agreement across the board.

8 Conclusions and outlook

We validated the performance of the Aria plant with argon
running the prototype plant for a few days in total reflux.
We significantly improved our understanding of the plant
performance compared to the previous nitrogen distillation
run, achieving a deeper understanding of operating charac-
teristics such as the hydraulic parameters and the behavior of
multi-component distillation. We also successfully modeled
the Aria prototype performance using commercial process
simulation software. This study is a validation of both the

https://www.sulzer.com/en/shared/products/gauze-packings
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plant behavior and the software itself. Originally designed
for distilling organic compounds at room temperature, it is
also suitable for the simulation of cryogenic isotopic distil-
lation.

The average measured HETP is about 30% larger than
that measured in a different column with the same packing,
using organic mixtures at room temperature by Sulzer. The
discrepancy could be due to the different thermodynamical
parameters of the fluids used in the two cases or to the some-
what larger average gas pressure in the column compared to
the design value of 1.3 bar presented in Ref. [1].

The measured pressure drop per unit length is in agree-
ment, within uncertainties, with that measured with the or-
ganic mixture.
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Appendix A: Evaluation of relative volatilities

In this section, we give an update of our best estimate of the
relative volatilities α36−40 and α38−40, based on the scrutiny
of the literature, and we update the result derived in Ap-
pendix A of Ref. [1]. For lnα36−40, we included measure-
ments from Ref. [15] and from Ref. [16], corresponding to
the second definition of relative volatility of Eq. 3.

In Fig. 9 we report the measured dependence of lnα36−40
on temperature. The function lnα36−40 = A× 1/T 2 +B is
fitted to the data of Ref. [14] and Ref. [15]. The choice of
this parametrization follows the theoretical considerations
of Ref. [17]. The errors on the single measurement were set
all equal in the fit and determined in retrospect requiring the
reduced χ2 to be one. Applying error propagation for the
estimate of lnα̂36−40 = Â×1/T 2 + B̂ and of the uncertainty
σlnα̂ as:

σlnα̂ =
√

V00× (1/T 2)2 +V11 +2/T 2×V22 (A.1)

with Vi j being the elements of the covariance matrix, one ob-
tains the mean (continuous lines) and one-sided standard de-
viation curves (dashed lines). To take into account all exist-
ing measurements in our estimate, we assumed that the one
standard deviation value of lnα36−40 at a given temperature
lies inside the two dashed curves. The values of lnα36−40
corresponding to the temperatures of the three runs A, B,
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Fig. 9 Measurements of lnα36−40 vs. temperature. The data are taken
from [14] (blue squares), [15] (violet stars), and [16] (green and red
dots). The function lnα36−40 =A×1/T 2+B is fitted (continuous lines)
to the data of Ref. [14] and Ref. [15]. The corresponding one-sided
standard deviation curves (dashed lines)are also shown. The derived
values of lnα36−40 corresponding to the three runs A, B, and C are also
shown (black dots).

and C are also shown and their values are reported in Ta-
ble 9. The horizontal error bars correspond to the uncertainty
on the temperature related to the pressure variations during
the runs of Table 1. They give a negligible contribution to
the uncertainty on lnα36−40.

The relative volatility lnα38−40, at given temperature,
was derived from lnα36−40 using the theoretical formula
from Ref. [18], Eq. (25):

lnαA−40 ∝
40−A

A3 , (A.2)

with A the atomic mass of an isotope, which entails:

lnα36−40 ∼ lnα38−40×2.1. (A.3)

This dependence is also consistent, within errors, with
the measurements of Ref. [19], of lnα36−40 = lnα38−40
×(2.3±0.2) at 87.3 K. The relative uncertainty from these
measurements was propagated on the final estimate of the
quantity lnα38−40.
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